
No Layers, No Delays

HOSPITALITY
LOGISTICS

Precision Facility Group

Using an integrated services model that compresses the 
old methodology of managing multiple service providers, 
PFG eliminates layers into a more efficient model, utilizing 

single point of contact and flexible technology.

PFG manages “brick & mortar” services that provide  
transportation, delivery, installation, removal and storage to 

the Hotel and Restaurant industries.

precision-fg.com



Whether standing alone, or as part of larger Whether standing alone, or as part of larger 
program or project, Precision Facility Group program or project, Precision Facility Group 
provides comprehensive logistics services provides comprehensive logistics services 
customized to client needs. Combining an customized to client needs. Combining an 
extensive, integrated network of service extensive, integrated network of service 
providers with PFG management and providers with PFG management and 
technology, PFG executes efficient services technology, PFG executes efficient services 
without additional layers of cost and without without additional layers of cost and without 
delays.  delays.  

Connecting our PRISM project management Connecting our PRISM project management 
technology to legacy, proprietary or SaaS technology to legacy, proprietary or SaaS 
applications provides our clients with easy to applications provides our clients with easy to 
manage dashboards.manage dashboards.

HOSPITALITY LOGISTICS

NO Layers, NO Delays
precision-fg.com
833-426-0432

KEY SERVICES PROVIDED

Design and procurement Support
As a single point of contact, we work with your internal team aligning design with the As a single point of contact, we work with your internal team aligning design with the 
procurement process, managing every PO detail, and ensuring project dates are tracked, procurement process, managing every PO detail, and ensuring project dates are tracked, 
monitored and met.monitored and met.

Transportation & Warehousing Services
In-house international freight forwarding, domestic transportation and warehousing capabilities In-house international freight forwarding, domestic transportation and warehousing capabilities 
provide the best solutions at a competitive price. Guaranteeing transportation management provide the best solutions at a competitive price. Guaranteeing transportation management 
from vendors to FF&E installation. With a variety of transportation services including white glove from vendors to FF&E installation. With a variety of transportation services including white glove 
delivery, we have the resources to ensure your products are delivered where you want, when you delivery, we have the resources to ensure your products are delivered where you want, when you 
want.want.

Supply Chain Management
Our teams can pick up your items at the manufacturer and handle them all the way through to Our teams can pick up your items at the manufacturer and handle them all the way through to 
installation. Our real-time reporting system allows us to monitor inventory, track shipping, and installation. Our real-time reporting system allows us to monitor inventory, track shipping, and 
proactively identify any potential issues.proactively identify any potential issues.

Product Management
Internal teams coordinate JIT services of pre-kitted product or receive shipments and kit at local Internal teams coordinate JIT services of pre-kitted product or receive shipments and kit at local 
warehouses to fulfill on-demand requests of on-site installation teams.warehouses to fulfill on-demand requests of on-site installation teams.

On-site Installation and Project Management
PFG project managers and highly trained installation teams have the hospitality project PFG project managers and highly trained installation teams have the hospitality project 
management expertise in fulfilling PO requirements to blueprints, providing real-time, floor-by-management expertise in fulfilling PO requirements to blueprints, providing real-time, floor-by-
floor project updates and punch list requirements, giving you the confidence that your project floor project updates and punch list requirements, giving you the confidence that your project 
will be completed on time and on budget.will be completed on time and on budget.

Asset Management | Project Closeout
Our team provides a range of solutions that can assist with the successful closeout of a project Our team provides a range of solutions that can assist with the successful closeout of a project 
and can provide detailed reporting and documentation so you can account for every asset.and can provide detailed reporting and documentation so you can account for every asset.
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PRISM
DASHBOARDS
Project Resources Integrated Solutions Management 
(PRISM)
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Project Library

Command Post

Custom portals that 
collect and assimilate all 
information relative to a 

project.  Including pictures, 
documents and online 

content  

Easy to manage database 
of contact information 

and  Client SLA’s & KPI’s.  
Complete with hierarchy 

permissions sets

Integrating all data points 
relative to assets being 

transported, installed, stored, 
delivered or removed from 

facilities

Tracking against budget 
guidelines to keep projects 

on track financially.  Helps to 
eliminate change orders and 

cost overruns

Data Visualization

Budget Tracking

PRISM
DASHBOARDS
Project Resources Integrated Solutions 
Management (PRISM)
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PFG provides project logistics services to a variety of industries.  
Whether you are moving items into or out of a facility, we provide 
the end-to-end services to manage it all through an integrated 
service model that saves time and money.  We answer the Who, 
What, Where, When and Why of project management

Who is responsible for 
transporting, delivering or 
removing my organizations items 
or assets?

What inventory is coming to or 
leaving my facilities?

A single point of contact and 
dedicated project team that tracks 
and updates all service providers.

NO LAYERS
NO DELAYS
USING REAL TIME DASHBOARDS 
TO HELP CLIENTS MANAGE THEIR 
PROJECTS. 

Where are my company’s 
items right now.  Are they at a 
manufacturer, in route or onsite?

When can I expect my assets to be 
delivered or removed?

Why, PFG provides the answer 
to these questions is simple.  
We use modern tools of project 
management and a single point of 
contact customer service model.

Visualization of all inventory 
via online real time reports and 
dashboards.  Accessible through 
desktop and mobile application.

Tools that manage purchase 
orders and inventory regardless of 
location.

Tracking of client SLA’s and KPI’s 

PFG eliminates the need for extra 
spreadsheets, phone calls and 
emails in managing your projects.
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Our flexible service models are customized to the specific industries we serve; 
Corporate Workplace, Healthcare, Hospitality, and Retail. Whether it is Energy 

Management, Furniture Procurement, or Moving and Logistics, we provide 
services to get you into and feel comfortable in your facility and space.

(833) 426-0432 info@precision-fg.com 8201 S 48th St, Phoenix, AZ 85044


